Lesson 14: Edens Expressway
Points of Emphasis: Highway merging and Lane selection

1) Left out of lot.

2) Left on Shermer (pass Waukegan).

3) Right on Dundee (East, just follow road to light).

4) Enter Edens (94 East) (Just after Skokie on right). What color is HWY Sign? BLUE
   - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
   - Check blind spot 3 times. Look for gap. Signal left and merge.
   - Accelerate to highway speed.

5) Exit East Tower Road (Exit 31)
   - Signal right when you can read the exit sign.
   - Check for ramp speed posting. Do not reduce speed until on ramp.

6) Right at end of ramp. (Right on red ok).
   - Follow signs for 94 West.

7) Turn Right on Tower Road.

8) Turn Left on to 94 West.
   - Merge onto 94 West.
   - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
   - Check blind spot 3 times. Look for gap. Signal left and merge.
   - Accelerate to highway speed.

9) Exit 30A - Dundee Road West (Ramp speed 25mph)
   - Flat tire pull over to the right, along white line.
   - Hazard lights on. Universal symbol.
   - Switch
   - Signal Left back on to ramp. Watch for traffic. Big opening. Cars going hwy speed).
   - Check blind spot 3 times. Look for gap. Signal left and merge.
   - Go over bridge and keep right.

10) Back on to 94 East.
    - Merge onto 94 East.
    - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
    - Check blind spot 3 times. Signal left and merge.
    - Accelerate to highway speed.
    - Signs – Restaurant/Gas – Blue    Exit – Green    Recreation – Brown
11) Exit East Tower Road (Exit 31)
   - Signal right when you can read the exit sign.
   - Check for ramp speed posting. Do not reduce speed until on ramp.

12) Turn Right at end of ramp. (Right on red ok).
   - Follow signs for 94 West.

13) Turn Right on Tower Road.

14) Turn Left on to 94 West.
   - Merge onto 94 West.
   - Stay on right next to white line on ramp...use shoulder if necessary.
   - Check blind spot 3 times. Signal left and merge.
   - Accelerate to highway speed.

15) Exit 30A - Dundee Road West (Ramp speed 25mph)
   - Check blind spot 3 times. Look for gap. Signal left and merge.

16) Turn Left on Waukegan.

17) Turn Right on Shermer back to school.